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Los Angeles-based harpist Mary Lattimore returns with Silver Ladders, the full-length follow-up
to acclaimed album Hundreds of Days. Since 2018, Lattimore has toured internationally,
released collaborative albums with artists such as Meg Baird and Mac McCaughan, and shared
a friends-based remix album featuring artists such as Jónsi and Julianna Barwick. At one of her
festival appearances, Lattimore met Slowdive's Neil Halstead: "A friend introduced us because
she knew how big of a fan I was and Neil and I had a little chat... The next day, I just thought
maybe he'd be into producing my next record.” He was. Lattimore traditionally records her
albums holed up by herself, so the addition of Halstead's touches as a producer and
collaborator leaves a profound trace. "I flew on a little plane to Newquay in Cornwall where he
lives with his lovely partner Ingrid and their baby. I didn't know what his studio was like, he'd
never recorded a harp, but somehow it really worked."
Recorded over nine days at Halstead's studio stationed on an old airfield, Silver Ladders finds
Lattimore exercising command and restraint. Her signature style is refined, the sprawling layers
of harp reigned in and accented by flourishes of low-end synth and Halstead's guitar. The music
can feel ominous but not by compromising vivid wonder, like oceanic overtones that shift with
the tides. This material is colored by specific memories for Lattimore; "Neil has this poster of a
surfer in his studio and I'd look at it each day, looking at the sunlight glinting on the dark wave.
In these songs I like the contrast between the dark lows and the glittering highs. The gloom and
the glimmer, the opposites, a lively surfing town in the winter turned kinda rainy and empty and
quiet."
Lattimore and Halstead reformed three existing demos and improvised the remaining four
songs. Among the batch she brought with her, the title track recalls a trip she took to Stari Grad,
Croatia on the island of Hvar. "I spent some days there just swimming in the bay, silver ladders
right into the sea." The image stuck with her when she found herself performing at a cliffside
wedding overlooking the Pacific. "Before anyone showed up, I had time to set up and play and
this song came to me, "Silver Ladders (to the sea)," so I made a little recording on my phone to
remember it." This sketch expanded; a delicately glittering harp melody comes over the horizon,
swelling and rolling towards the shore on ebbs of synth and refractory delay.
Inspired by a story that Halstead shared with Lattimore, "Don't Look" is the score to a
beach-side tragedy. "It was a stunning beach with big waves," Lattimore says, “and (Neil) told
me that recently, some teenagers had been out there with these surfboards that were way too
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light and had found themselves in trouble. The four adults that went in to save them died but the
teenagers survived." The power of undertow pulls the melody, which begins in a minimalist and
elegiac mode, deeper and deeper. Heavy strikes on low harp strings summon up Neptune's
wrath, dashing heroism against the roar of the sea, permitting those naive enough to enter that
dangerous water to exit, now less naive.
Lattimore's song titles often evoke fragments of things heard or misheard. In an anecdote from
Lattimore, "I chose "Chop on the Climbout" as a title because a pilot once said, 'Folks, there's
going to be some light chop on the climb out’ and I thought the language had an insider mystery
that was compelling. The song reminds me of plane traveling." Listeners can feel the drama of
aeronautics; the thrust of liftoff, the rumble of overhead luggage as the craft ascends into the
belly of cloud cover. Passengers yearning to traverse wide distances in brief moments. The
hum steadies into a mesmerizing drone, a synth on top of which Lattimore and Halstead take
turns exchanging chiming leads smeared with static-laden air pressure.
These songs are clearly tales, and yet Silver Ladders is open to interpretation. Her memories —
"the Cornish landscape, the hotel from the movie
The Witches
, the cream tea, winning the pub quiz, the Sunday Roast, the ghosts of all of the surfers who
had died in the wild waves, the night walks to the top of the hill to see the moon shining on the
water…" — shine through these works without defining them. In a way, much like the sea, or
the sky, they belong to everyone. Such is the beauty of her craft, which stands here in
unprecedented company and clarity, the confidence of an artist in full.
Out October 9th on Ghostly International .
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